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Message from the President - Eric Williges
Hi everyone,
Welcome to the beginning of the end for local mosquitoes this summer, hopefully. Before
things start to slow down I’m sure they’re speeding up to one last push for most of us.
What we are seeing here in Essex is that along with countywide Aedes albopictus populations,
our opportunities for education (more commonly known by some as complaints) are
increasing. This is not breaking news, and is following the same basic timeline that we have
seen in past years. Our response is still challenging. Finding an issue at one house in the
neighborhood helps that person and other houses on the street, but does not necessarily
solve the issue a block away. There will always be issues we cannot see when we are trying
to find where the mosquitoes we are being bitten by are coming from. Obviously, there are
new ways to treat each year and new ways to do better surveillance across a neighborhood,
but in the end, it is our inspectors doing the most important work.
Each time one of our inspectors meets with a resident, it is a chance to show that person how
they can help directly with any issues. Talking them through why we do not just drive up and
down streets spraying on a set schedule, or why the trap we would like to place in their yard is
important if it does not really trap all the mosquitoes there hopefully helps the resident
understand what is going on and how they can help. It is also a chance to try and meet with
their neighbors and explain the same ideas or give the resident a helpful message to pass
along to their friends. It can be difficult to keep up at times, when an inspector is swamped
every day, or when they run into a situation where anything but “spraying” is not an effective
response in the eyes of the resident. Frustrating, as those situations can be they are still the
best chance to educate and explain what mosquito control is and make another connection to
the local area.
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President's Message continued

Ideally, all this work done by our inspectors leads to more buy in from all our constituents and a
New Jersey
Mosquito
Control
Association,
Inc.
real change across a neighborhood.
From experience,
I think
we all know
that is not always
the
case. I think this time of year especially it is important to thank my and everyone’s
inspectors for
NEWSLETTER
the job they are doing, and the great results that come from all of their efforts. Looking outside
my county, I want to also thank John Betz and his committee for running with the Twitter and
Facebook accounts. It is great to have a way to see what other agencies are doing to educate
and hear the message other people are sending before trying to tailor those experiences to use
here.
As always, thank you very much to everyone who contributed to this issue. If you have an idea
for an article, reach out and help to educate the rest of us. Enjoy the rest of the summer, and
continuing with the education idea hopefully, I will see a lot of you November 7-9 in State
College at the Pennsylvania Vector Control Association conference or December 4-6 in
Plymouth at the Northeast Mosquito Control Association conference. Please take the opportunity
to attend these meetings and keep building connections across the region to help us all work
towards the same goals.

Editor Notes:
The next issue of the NJMCA Newsletter will be available in December. Contributions from the
membership are always welcome. Email tduckworth@co.morris.nj.us
Members can receive a paper copy of the newsletter - see page 22 for membership information.
Help keep the mailing list up to date by emailing the editor with any changes to personnel.
Newsletter Advertising is available:
$1,000.00 Full Page (4 issues)
$500.00 Half Page (4 issues)
$250.00 Quarter Page (4 issues)
Special Business Card Advertising
$50.00 per issue
Contact Eric Williges (ewilliges@essexcountynj.org) or Teresa Duckworth
(tduckworth@co.morris.nj.us)
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County Corner
A different county will be featured in each issue. If you would
like to see your county highlighted here, please contact :
Joe Pezzillo at JoeP@passaiccountynj.org

The Ocean County Mosquito Extermination Commission was established in 1913.The first record
of a meeting held by the Ocean County Mosquito Extermination Commission is June 30, 1915. Our first Board of
Commissioners was made up of the following men:
Dr. Frank Brouwer, President John Ernst, Treasurer C.H. Conover, Secretary R.F. Engle, Member George J.H.
Cushing, Member C.H. Cranmer, Member
The first control measures in the County took the form of ditching by contracted labor. This work was supervised by the
State Inspector. The Budget for that first year was $6,000, $3,000 which was supplied by the County and the other
$3,000 came from the State.
The Commission appointed its first Superintendent, Stephen Johnson, in May of 1916, and he remained in that position
until his death in 1950. Most of the hand labor ditching work done in those early days was still contracted out, but the
Commission was beginning to establish its own work crews for the cleaning of ditches.
The Commission grew steadily over the next twenty years. Frequent patrols of breeding areas were begun to earmark
where ditching and cleaning should take place. As new roads and developments came under construction, the Mosquito
Commission established drainage pipes and systems. In 1921, a mosquito control pamphlet was written and introduced
into the educational curriculum of 9th-12th grade students. Machines, such as the Riley Ditch Cleaning Machine, were
brought into service in 1925, increasing the speed and reducing the cost of cleaning ditches. From 1933 to 1938, Ocean
County was fortunate enough to utilize the services of various relief labor, such as the WPA and the CCC. The work of
these men produced and maintained much of the more that 1600 miles of drainage ditching in the area by 1936.
Larviciding was being done by hand with fuel oil. The war years slowed the Commission down in its fight against
mosquitoes because of reduced size of its labor force, but it along with the State Agricultural Experiment Station, was
now moving into the area of research work in the study of mosquito habits.
As the close of the War neared, in 1944, Ocean County found itself involved in the research of malaria mosquitoes. This
came about because of the returning servicemen to Fort Dix and Lakehurst Naval Station. It was at this time that the
first discussions began on the use of DDT to kill larvae, rather than the established treatment of oil sprays. On July 10,
1945, at Island Beach State Park, Ocean County witnessed one of the first aerial spray tests of DDT mixed with
kerosene conducted on adult mosquitoes performed by the military. The Ocean County Mosquito Commission felt that
more studies needed to be conducted, however, that year people began petitioning for the use of insecticides. A year
later, the Commission began spraying catch basins and by 1948, through State Aid, aerial sprays began to combat the
adult mosquito population. In addition, most of the townships developed their own ground fogging program. The
amphibious machines developed during War II became such an incredible asset to the Commission that by 1953, the
hand labor crew was discontinued. In 1956, the State of New Jersey set up The State Mosquito Control Commission.
Then in 1959, New Jersey had an Eastern Equine encephalitis outbreak. In Ocean County, there were 18 cases with 10
deaths. The Mosquito Commission requested all municipalities to do nightly ground-fogging in conjunction with daily
airsprays. A campaign was launched to encourage and educate residents to help get rid of all breeding spots on their
individual property. In 1960, no cases of encephalitis were reported, because of a diligent and effective mosquito control
program.

Salt Marsh Inspection
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County Corner Continued: Ocean County Mosquito Commission

In 1970, the Commission upgraded the program with the addition and the
development of Open Marsh Water Management systems to permanently control saltmarsh breeding sites. With the
addition of helicopters during the mosquito season, March through October, our Inspectors continuously check the
breeding sites utilizing the 2 helicopters and 6 Ground Larviciding trucks in our program.
Since 1984, in an average season, the Commission treats approximately 49,000 acres of mosquito producing
saltmarsh habitat. This work is done by the 2 County-owned helicopters in our program, to inspect and treat the
approximately 14,000 acres of salt marsh that have been identified as mosquito producing habitat in Ocean County.
Our water management program utilizes the breeding information obtained by the larviciding program to isolate the
heaviest areas and subject them to Open Marsh Water Management. As to date, we have managed approximately
12,500 acres of mosquito producing saltmarsh. This is a system researched and devised by Mosquito Commission in
the Southern counties of New Jersey, Rutgers University, and the New Jersey Division of Fish and Wildlife.
The Commission uses several pieces of specialized equipment to accomplish this water management. In 1976, the
Commission was one of the first to acquire an Amphibious Rotary Ditcher. It was the latest design used to work in the
ecologically sensitive marshes. At its peak, the program was operating 5 Rotary Ditchers. Since the majority of the
saltmarshes have been managed, we are now down to 2 Rotary Ditchers. Now the focus is on ditch cleaning and
addressing mosquito problems along the marsh woodline, some of which occurred during Superstorm Sandy.
The Commission also runs a comprehensive Adult Surveillance system, which helps us keep abreast of the adult
mosquito populations. We run a County-wide network of 28 Light-traps and 63 Landing Rate Counts Stations to
determine the size and species make-up of our mosquito populations. Additionally, information is collected on weather
data, vector potential and EEE surveillance. Several new species of mosquitoes have been found and added to the 40
or so mosquito species identified in Ocean County. Culex tarsalis in 1975, Aedes japonicus and Aedes albopictus in
1999. Through the years, the commission and its employees have been involved in many research projects with
Rutgers University, the State Mosquito Commission or on their own and presented at AMCA, NJMCA and NMCA
annual meetings.
In 1999, West Nile Virus was introduced to our county for the first time. In the years since, it can be found throughout
the county and has become another endemic mosquito borne disease. Since then, then we have restructured our
disease surveillance program to additionally monitor and respond to West Nile, Chickungunya, Dengue and Zika
Viruses.
Yes, mosquitoes are still a nuisance, but conditions today are a far cry from the time that Ocean County was
considered uninhabitable. Old Timers tell stories about wrapping themselves up with newspaper before getting
dressed and go outside! Thanks to that first group of men who formed the Ocean County Mosquito Extermination
Commission in 1913 and to the dedicated men and women who have worked and continue the work today, the fight
against the mosquitoes has improved significantly.

From the Ocean County Mosquito Commission Archives:
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After nearly 40 years of service for the Middlesex County
Mosquito Commission, Pat McNulty, Heavy Equipment
Operator/Supervisor retired, effective July 1, 2017.
Pat’s knowledge of mosquito control, particularly water
management, contributed in many ways to the daily
operations of the Commission.
Pat has earned the respect, support and admiration of his
colleagues for his knowledge and leadership in the field of
mosquito control . He will be missed.

Pictured L-R: Kris McMorland Morris County
Mosquito Control, Pat McNulty, Bill Karlak,
Morris County Mosquito Control.

New Jersey Mosquito Control Association
Annual Meeting will be held March 13-16, 2018

UPCOMING MEETINGS

at Bally’s Atlantic City, NJ.
More information will be available in the
December issue of the Newsletter.

Mark your calendars!
PA Vector Control
November 7 - 9, 2017

#NJMCA

State College, PA

The NJMCA Facebook and Twitter accounts gain
new followers each day, so…

December 4 - 6, 2017

Please contact us with
information you’d like to share at:
pr.njmca@gmail.com

Plymouth, Massachusetts

AMCA

Ideas include: cool pictures, county fair
information, a link you want to share & so much
more!

February 26 - March 2, 2018

Kansas City, Missouri

NJMCA

New Jersey Mosquito
Control Association

Facebook.com/NJMCA
Twitter @NJMosquitoAssn
Instagram@NJ_Mosquito
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Mosquito Rearing: Timing is Everything
Autumn Angelus, Salem County Mosquito Control
Considering our career choice - the last thing that you think of as an essential task is raising & nurturing
the very thing you aim to kill. While some within the NJ Mosquito community have plenty of experience
rearing and handling mosquito colonies, this is a new venture to many.
The CDC Bottle Bioassay was a condition of the NJ ELC Grant
application, and required resistance testing be performed on Aedes
albopictus mosquitoes. This was being coordinated through the
NJDEP Office of Mosquito Control Coordination, with a scheduled
workshop to take place at the Hunterdon County Division of Public
Health Services (July 19 & 20). The mosquitoes had to be collected
as eggs, reared through and tested as 3-5 day old adults.
My first thought was that this was an intimidating task. I was afraid
that I was not setup to handle such an important undertaking. As I
began to soak it in, order supplies, & ask friends for assistance
(thank you so much), it all started to seem a little simpler.
At first, I collected many eggs in stadium cups on seed germination
paper at my chosen location. It seemed so easy! Until I ran a trial…
and they were all Aedes japonicus. I had to switch gears and try
again. I knew that there were Ae. albopictus at my house, because I was giving blood daily while
gardening, so I switched locations. I placed 6 cups around my home and had great luck. I dried the
papers slowly, and placed them in my homemade desiccation chamber (aka. “The Humidor”).
Suddenly, or so it seemed to me, it was early July and time to start flooding the papers. Success! Or
so I thought. Larvae emerged from the eggs, with a surprisingly great hatch rate. I took diligent care of
“my babies” every day, EVERY SINGLE DAY. I didn’t have much larval mortality; they were just taking
their time. Ultimately, I did not have 100 adults by the bottle bioassay workshop (I did complete the
bioassay at a later date when I had sufficient adult mosquito numbers).
Where did I go wrong? Well, I don’t think I (or anyone) went wrong, per se, at all. As I walked around
at the bioassay workshop, I discussed issues with other counties. A few had great success with rearing
what they needed (kudos to them!); a majority of counties did not have such luck. The biggest hurdle, it
seems, is that it’s difficult to force a living creature to grow and thrive at the rate that you request of
them (I begged my mosquitoes to please be adults by July 17 th, but they really didn’t seem to be in any
hurry to grow up). It is also worth mentioning that Aedes albopictus were not yet as ideally abundant,
perhaps even absent in the northern-most part of the state, during the egg collection time frame.
This was undoubtedly a learning experience for all, but when it comes to what was taken away from the
experience, I can only speak for myself. I have encountered mosquitoes in every life stage countless
times since I started in mosquito control. Rearing mosquitoes, however, has taught me more about
their life cycle/ habits/ behavior than years of field samples ever has. It was a truly intimate experience
that I plan on continuing.
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NEWS FROM THE NORTHEAST
August 7, 2017
Timothy Deschamps, Executive Director
Central Mass. Mosquito Control Project
The drought that endured for over a year in the Northeast has ended. Rainfall the past
4 months has been average or above average in most areas in Massachusetts.
Wetlands were at or near capacity throughout most of the spring, and reflood species have made their
presence known in many areas. Mosquito control districts are reporting declining populations of spring brood
species Oc. abserratus and Oc. excrucians, but increases of Cq. perturbans are being recorded. With the
arrival of summer, we are seeing the obligatory increase in Culex populations and subsequent confirmations
of West Nile Virus. To date 55 isolations of WNV have been confirmed, mostly in Boston and the
surrounding suburbs and most recently in the city of Worcester. Risk levels have increased as a result of
these findings. Cs. melanura populations remain low due to the recent drought conditions but we will
continue to monitor this species and be on the lookout for EEE virus. News reports have stated that a
resident of Maine has been diagnosed with Jamestown Canyon virus, and in early July EEE Rhode Island
has reported in pools from three communities; Tiverton, Pawtucket and Westerly. Of interest, several districts
in Mass. have identified Ochlerotatus thibaulti, confirmed by the CT Agricultural Station and other sources.

Save the Date!
Northeastern Mosquito Control Association
NMCA ANNUAL MEETING

NMCA FIELD DAY

180 Water St. Plymouth, MA 02360
Tel: 508.747.4900 | Fax: 508.746.2609
http://www.hotel1620.com/
The 63rd Annual NMCA Meeting will be
held at the Hotel 1620 Plymouth Harbor
from December 4-6, 2017. Room cost
for NMCA start at $124 per night please
specify the "Northeastern Mosquito
Control Association Annual Meeting”
when you book your room. Reduced room
rate is only available until Nov. 17, 2017.
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NMCA’s Field Day is open to all NMCA
members on Thursday October 12, 2017. The
meeting location is at Myles Standish State
Forest in South Carver, MA, rain or shine. We
encourage you to come and demonstrate your
company’s products and services to the
membership. Additional information and
registration will be available on the NMCA
website by late summer.
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Consumer Drones for Aerial Mosquito Surveillance
Gregory M. Williams, Hudson Regional Health Commission
Starting in 2012, a team led by Professor Randy Gaugler from the Rutgers Center for Vector
Biology began exploring unmanned aerial systems (UAS or “drones”) for mosquito control.
Since that time we have developed several custom drones and mechanisms for conducting all
aspects of mosquito control including aerial surveillance, larval surveillance and collection,
spraying liquid larvicides, dispensing briquettes and granules, and spraying ULV adulticides.
While all of these devices work as intended, they utilize complex custom-built devices and
require special authorization from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to fly. They also
represent advanced use cases that demand an experienced operator to manage effectively.
Fortunately, consumer drones have advanced to the point where they are inexpensive, easy to
fly, and can provide high definition pictures and video in real-time. Often, one of the biggest
challenges we face is just finding water. Ten foot Phragmites obstruct upland drainange
ditches, neglected swimming pools and trash hide in back yards, and acres of salt marsh
separate tidal ponds from inspectors. For the mosquito program looking to introduce drones
into their workflow, consumer drones offer a low-cost, easy to operate option for aerial
surveillance.
In recent years, the consumer drone market has exploded, producing a dizzying array of
devices with varying degrees of reliability and functionality. For every quality drone there are a
hundred pieces of junk, or many excellent multirotor aircraft that are poorly suited for mosquito
control. This article reviews some of the most popular and reliable consumer drones that are
perfectly matched to aerial surveillance missions.
DJI Phantom 4: $1,200-1,800
DJI is the world leader in consumer drones. Their
most popular Phantom series is in its fourth
generation. The Phantom drones are known for
their reliability and simple flight experience. If the
pilot does nothing at all, the Phantom will just float
very stably in one fixed position until given input
through the remote control. A high definition
camera on a 3-axis stabilized gimbal transmits real
time video to your smart phone or tablet giving a clear view of where you are flying and any
potential mosquito habitat. These features, combined with obstacle avoidance, make the
Phantom nearly crash proof.
Basic specifications include a 30 minute flight time, 4.3 mile range, and a 20 MP camera
capable of 4k video at 60 fps. The Phantom 4 comes in three versions all with the same basic
specifications. The Advanced has obstacle avoidance in the front only; the Pro has a slightly
better camera and obstacle avoidance on all four sides and the top, and the Pro+ adds an ultrabright screen on the controller that eliminates the need for a smart phone or tablet to fly. The
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Consumer Drones for Aerial Mosquito Surveillance

Intelligent Flight Batteries eliminate over or under charging and greatly simplify the difficult task
of battery maintenance. The DJI Go 4 flight software enables a number of advanced flight
features such as programmed waypoints, object tracking, and flying to a location by simply
tapping on the screen. In the event of low battery, loss of signal or other emergency, the
Phantom is capable of automatically returning to home. It all comes packaged in a very
convenient carrying case making it extremely easy to transport safely into the field. One more
compelling feature is the ability to transmit the video to a set of optional DJI goggles ($450),
giving the operator a high definition first person view from the drone. This is a big leap from
viewing the video image on a smart phone or tablet obstructed by the sunlight.
The Phantom 4 series offers the very latest in consumer drone technology. The platform is
easy to fly and very stable in the wind. Regular firmware updates continuously improve flight
performance and safety. While the Pro and Pro+ offer some compelling features, the Advanced
is more than capable for aerial surveillance.
DJI Mavic Pro: $1000
What happens when you take the DJI Phantom,
shrink it down by about 30% and fold it up? You
get the Mavic Pro. The Mavic Pro offers nearly the
same features as the Phantom line in a smaller
package. It has a 27 minute flight time, 4.3 mile
range, and a 12 MP camera capable of 4k video at
30 fps. It also has forward obstacle avoidance like
the Phantom Advanced. What you give up in
image quality with the smaller camera sensor, you gain in portability. The drone, controller,
extra batteries, charger, and extra props all fit into a bag only 6.9” x 4.9” x 8.3”. Following the
adage, “The best camera (read-drone) is the one you have with you.” that convenience cannot
be overstated. The controller is meant to be used with a smart phone not a tablet, so the image
will be smaller, but the Mavic is compatible with the DJI goggles. The Mavic is a smaller drone
with smaller motors and therefore does not handle high winds as well as its bigger brother, but it
is still a very stable platform. The small size also makes it easier to get through narrow
openings like tree canopies or windows of abandoned buildings. For low altitude aerial
surveillance in a tiny package, the Mavic Pro
is hard to beat.
3DR Solo: $300
3D Robotics used to be DJI’s primary
competition before they pulled out of the
hardware market to focus on drone software.
This is unfortunate because the Solo offered
a lot of potential. It has a 25 minute flight time
and a half mile range. Rather than having a
built in camera, you attach your GoPro
Hero3+ or Hero4 to the 3-axis gimbal.
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Real time flight video is transmitted to your smartphone or tablet. The Solo is based on the
open-source Pixhawk flight control system which allows for increased flexibility and
customization if you know what you are doing. Although it is no longer manufactured, the Solo
can still be found new at ridiculously discounted prices. While I hesitate to recommend a
discontinued platform, if you already have a GoPro and want to explore serious drones for a
minimal investment, check out the
Solo.
Parrot Disco-Pro AG: $4,500
Aerial images are nice, but what if you
want maps or image analysis
capability? That’s where the Parrot
Disco-Pro AG fits in. In contrast to the
multirotor units listed above, the Disco
is a fixed-wing airplane. Unlike most
radio controlled airplanes this one
contains an advanced flight control
system and is designed to be
programmed on a tablet and then
launched to fly an autonomous
mission. It boasts a 30 minute flight
time, 1.2 mile range, and a 14 MP camera capable of 1080p video. In a single flight, the Disco
can photograph a 200 acre plot. The magic of the Disco lies in the multispectral camera. Not
only does it shoot RGB images, it also has four separate sensors for green, red, red edge, and
near infrared bands. After a mission is planned, the Disco is hand launched and automatically
flies the route taking geotagged multispectral images at predetermined intervals then lands
itself. The images can then be uploaded to the web for image analysis on third party cloudbased software. The software will stitch the images together into one map with a resolution of
5.5 inches per pixel (about 3 times better than Google satellite images). Using the four spectral
bands, the software can also generate normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) maps
allowing for vegetation classification and measurement. This would be a useful tool for
monitoring open marsh water management projects or salt water intrusion. While an extremely
powerful tool, the Disco is not meant to be quickly deployed over small areas to find potential
mosquito habitat or for taking professional quality photos. It is better suited for large mapping
missions and long-term habitat measurement. And while the Disco is the least expensive way
to generate NDVI images, do not forget to include the added cost of image analysis software.
Accessories
Beware third party sellers adding all sorts of junk to your drone package to increase the price.
Stick with manufacturer packages and stock accessories. Check to see if your drone comes
with a microSD card. Even if it does, you may want a second. High definition video and images
eat up a lot of storage space. Extra propellers and batteries are a must; two complete sets of
propellers and three batteries at a minimum. If you have multiple batteries, a charging hub that
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can charge several batteries at once is a big time saver. Propeller guards can prevent damage
to the props (or people) during minor collisions. For serious photographers, various filters are
available for the cameras to get the best shot under different lighting conditions.
Regulatory Considerations
Unfortunately you cannot just purchase a drone and start flying aerial surveillance missions for
your program. First, you must register your drone with the FAA. Like N-numbers for full-scale
aircraft, that registration number must be affixed to the drone. Second, any mosquito control
purpose is considered a commercial use by the FAA. Commercial use of drones requires that
the operator obtain a Remote Pilot certification from the FAA. Unless you have previous
aviation training, the Remote Pilot exam is non-trivial and requires a significant amount of
preparation and maybe even formal instruction to pass. Of course, you must be familiar with
and follow all rules as outlined in FAA Part 107 as to where, when, how and under what
condition you may fly. And finally, your county may have its own requirements regarding
certification, restricted flight areas, insurance, etc. Be sure to know and follow all applicable
laws before flying.
Which One Should I Buy?
If cost is an issue and you already have a GoPro, give the Solo a try. At $300, it’s almost
disposable. If you are going to be flying at higher altitudes or in big winds, or if image quality is
paramount, then the Phantom line is probably for you. If all you need to do is quickly get up and
over the weeds or rooftops, I would go for the Mavic. And if you want to cover large areas or
need georeferenced maps or advanced image analysis, then the Disco is your best bet.
Regardless of which model you choose, read the manual, follow the law, start low and slow,
build your skills and fly safe.
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The Atlantic County Office of Mosquito Control
Service Request Web App
Doug Abdill, Atlantic County Office of Mosquito Control
The Atlantic County Office of Mosquito Control has been working with
Atlantic County Office of GIS and ESRI to develop a new pathway for the
public to contact the Office and receive the services to which, all residents
are entitled. The front end of the web app is
designed to allow residents to contact the Office
at any time of the day or night, empowering them
to provide the exact location where they are
experiencing mosquito issues. The web
mapping application can be accessed by both
mobile devices and desktop computers. When
using a mobile device, the Service Request App
will ask to utilize your location services. With the location services
turned on, the user will enable the App to plot your current latitude and
longitude using the GPS receiver onboard your mobile device. When
using a desktop computer, you must input and choose the best
address to reference your problem.
The data collected for each service request includes: Name, Address,
Phone Number, Email, Request Type and the details regarding the
mosquito issue found at that location. This information can be enough
to go out and make an effective inspection. Sometimes we need to
call the residents to confirm details or parse out what the request is
truly about.
The service requests arrive in the office via the Service Request Management App. This Web
Mapping App, specifically designed for the Superintendent, shows us where the complaint is
located in the county, along with all other relevant details. There is the ability to do all record
keeping for these service
requests, including
disseminating them to
inspectors via Wi-Fi
connected tablets,
recording inspection results
and pesticide application
data.
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Monmouth County’s Species List
Gets a Little Longer
By Tony Acquaviva
In the course of conducting routine vector

surveillance of Aedes albopictus an unusual
specimen appeared in the June 13th BGS collection
from a site in Union Beach in Monmouth County. At
first glance this specimen appeared to be a rather
odd, “overly scaly” Aedes sollicitans. On more
careful examination, though, Entomologist Kyle
Cole realized this was something different-a species
with which he was not familiar. Having successfully
passed the Mosquito Habitat and Identification
course at Rutgers, Kyle soon ascertained that the
specimen was of the genus Psorophora and not
Aedes. He also realized that it was not any of the
expected Psorophora species for Monmouth
County. Not columbiae, not ferox, nor ciliata or
howardii. Not cyanascens. But it was undeniably a
Psorphora. Kyle brought the specimen from his
laboratory to mine and asked if I had ever seen one
before.
Upon looking at the sample under the microscope, I
immediately got the same impression that Kyle didIt looked like a weird, shaggy sollicitans. Kyle stated
he had keyed it to Psorophora. I told him I had
never seen this species before but if he left it I
would take a more careful look at it later. During my
subsequent examination I concurred with Kyle’s
determination of Psorophora and then consulted our
very vintage copy of Carpenter and La Casse’s
Mosquitoes of North America. I looked at
Psorophora discolor (Plate 41) and Psorophora
signipennis (Plate 43) as superficially being
possibilities. A check of the New Jersey mosquito
species list revealed that Ps. discolor is present in
the state but Ps. signipennis should not be found
here. Keying the specimen out (accounting for
minor “wear and tear” from trapping and handling it)
fit the description of discolor quite well.
Kyle’s follow-up identification agreed and he
suggested a confirmation by Scott Crans. At the
next Associated Executive’s meeting we gave the
sample to Scott Crans for his expertise in taxonomy.
Scott and his father, Professor Emeritus Dr. Wayne
Crans, kindly took the time to independently key the
specimen and confirmed our conclusion-Psorophora
discolor. This discovery establishes the Monmouth
County record for the species and follows the New
Jersey record from Union County.
Volume XXIX Number 3
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Monmouth County’s Species List Gets a Little Longer
continued

The site from which Kyle collected the specimen is a
suburban backyard with a deciduous wood line giving
way to a saltmarsh that drains to Raritan Bay. Although
the house is vacant it is in a neighborhood of occupied
homes. One of our light traps is located two streets
away (approximately 600’) and samples the same
saltmarsh habitat. We have never collected a
Psorophora discolor from this trap despite it being
present since 1992. We plan to continue the BGS
trapping and have begun to supplement that
surveillance with the use of two dry-ice baited CDC
traps with bulbs installed.
As was the case in 1995 when we found New Jersey’s
first specimen of Aedes albopictus in a light trap
collection from Keyport, we recognize the role of
“routine” surveillance in finding new, rare, or invasive
species like Psorophora discolor. We encourage the
identification specialists, biologists, and entomologists
of New Jersey mosquito control to remain vigilant in
their daily duties because, as Scott has indicated in his
previous presentations on Psorophora, there are
mosquito species that should be present in New Jersey
that just might be waiting to be found.
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Report of the North Atlantic Regional AMCA Director
Robert Duryea
There has been a significant amount of activity at the AMCA lately
with Washington Day having occurred in May and preparations for
the upcoming 2018 meeting in Kansas City well underway.
Washington Day was a big success with numerous Senators and
Congressional legislators receiving a visit from mosquito control professionals from across the
country to try and educate the legislators on the issues that are important to our community.
The preparations are in full swing for the upcoming meeting in Kansas City. The Call for Symposia
has closed and there were 13 symposia received for consideration. The call for papers for the
student sections and the Latin American portions of the program continues as well as for general
abstract papers. The deadline for the call for papers is September 8, 2017. The AMCA is seeking
nominations for the various awards given at their Annual Meeting.
The AMCA is close to debuting the E module for the CDC training that has been in development for
a while.
There has been much activity legislatively especially on the federal level. There is a new
subcommittee under the AMCA Regulatory and Legislative Committee to look at the regulation of
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS). The SMASH Act (Strengthening Mosquito Abatement Safety
and Health) Act was recently introduced. This Act will allow funding to go to the local level to support
mosquito control efforts. The EPA and the Army Corp of Engineers have recently begun efforts to
rescind the Clean Water Rule and rewrite the text identifying the Waters of the United States.
Pyrethroids are currently under reregistration review by the EPA. The comment period has closed.
The AMCA has been contacted by the Federal Government Accountability Office (GAO) with
regards to what the federal government can do to increase capacity to control vector borne
diseases.
The AMCA research fund is now accepting proposals. If you have a potential innovation or project
that could benefit mosquito control you can apply to receive grant funding through the AMCA
Research Fund. In 2017, the AMCA accepted the responsibility of administering the former Mosquito
Research Foundation. Funds will be available to approved applicants but the deadline for application
is soon. Please go to the AMCA website homepage at mosquito.org for additional details.
The Interim Board of Directors Meeting is coming up in Kansas City the last week of August. I will be
in attendance at this meeting as the North Atlantic Regional Director. I am sure there will be lots of
new information to come out of the interim board meeting.
It is not too early to start planning to attend the 2018 AMCA meeting in Kansas City, Missouri on
February 26 to March 2. Please do not forget to renew your AMCA membership for 2017/2018 if you
have not already done so.
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AMCA —Train the Trainer Isik Unlu, Mercer County Mosquito Control
In March, the AMCA hosted an exciting and unique event at the AMCA headquarters in Mt. Laurel, New Jersey. As part
of the Integrated Mosquito Management Curriculum, AMCA in partnership with the CDC, conducted a comprehensive,
interactive “Train-the-Trainer” (TTT) workshop. The following geographically diverse locations represented at this
meeting (Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Kentucky, Louisiana, New Jersey, North Carolina, Texas, and Virginia)
will conduct their own TTT sessions in their respective regions in early Fall. The Integrated Mosquito Management
Curriculum consists of three separate tracks:
Track 1, which consists of 4 eLearning modules are targeted for those that need some reinforcement of
general topics, such as the history of the Aedes mosquitoes and the diseases they transmit, some biology/ecology
foundations, surveillance and control of these species. Throughout several of the 4 modules, there is summary
information about past research and resulting observations; particularly around dissemination and transmission rates,
behaviors in different habitats, competition between the two species, etc. The first e-module will be available online in
early August, with the others following shortly afterward in September.
Track 2 (TTT) live session is totally aligned with the updated Best Practices Manual as participants go through
a case study from two different geographical locations in the U.S. The purpose of this two-day training session is to
promote conversation around decision making regarding control utilizing the case studies as a springboard for realworld scenarios.
Track 3 live session is designed to be an actual strategic planning session where ALL stakeholders involved in
making decisions for future mosquito control programs changes, on a local level, can be brainstormed. We use a field
force analysis approach that causes the participants to come to consensus about their current state and what their
future state should look like. Through brainstorming and consensus, action items are determined. Everyone involved in
making this happen in each district (from control personnel to commissioners/trustees, financial authorities, public
health officials, etc.) are all in the room hearing all issues/concerns and coming to consensus on future progress efforts.
FLORIDA
Location: Anastasia Mosquito Control District

NORTH CAROLINA

120 EOC Drive

Location: Courtyard Marriott Carolina
Beach

St. Augustine, FL, 32092

100 Charlotte Ave.
Dates: Two, two-day classes are scheduled:

Carolina Beach, NC 28428

Class 1: July 27 (8:00 am-4:30 pm) and July 28 (8:00 am-4:30 pm)
Class 2: August 24 (8:00 am-4:30 pm) and August 25 (8:00 am-4:30 pm)

Dates: One, two-day workshop is
scheduled:
October 9-10, 2017

Photograph Left to Right: Jay Kiser, City of Suffolk
VA MC, Marcia Reed, Sacramento-Yolo MVCD, Paula
Macedo, Sacramento-Yolo MVCD, Samer Elkashef,
Sacramento-Yolo MVCD, Diana Carle, Rutgers
Entomology, Cynthia Harrison, New Orleans MTR
Control Board, Dina Fonseca, Rutgers Center for
Vector Biology, Sarah Michaels, New Orleans MTR
Control Board, Michael Doyle, NC Div of Public Health,
Isik Unlu, Mercer County MC, Stephanie Richards, East
Carolina University, Lauren Lochstampfor, Fairfax
County Health Dept. VA, Greg White, Salt Lake City
MAD, Ary Faraji, Salt Lake City MAD, James Will,
Maricopa County Env Services, Chris Fredregill, Harris
County MCD, Chris Bibbs, Anastasia MCD, Rudy Xue,
Anastasia MCD, Martin Reyna, Harris County MCD
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Educating the public one town at a time
Teresa Duckworth, Morris County Division of Mosquito Control

The summer of 2012 was the launch of our Asian Tiger
mosquito Travelling Display, two municipalities hosted
our standalone display featuring information on the
Asian Tiger mosquito and container habitat.
Aedes albopictus populations and concerns were
heightened in Morris County and this was a new idea
to reach out to the public.
The approach is simple,
an email is sent out in
March requesting host
locations and within
minutes our schedule
starts to fill. The display
is left on site for a one
week period. We deliver
and set up everything,
including the table. This year the display started travelling
around the county on April 3 and won’t stop until late
September. This season 24 municipalities and the County
of Morris have signed up to host the display.
What originally started as a cooperative project with
health departments has now grown to include
partnerships with libraries that kindly offer up their space.
This year due to high demand, a second display was
added to the circulation focusing on mosquito borne
diseases. A total of 30 displays will be placed around.
Positive feedback was coming from our host agencies,
but was the public looking? Aside from scrambled
papers, missing pens (there for the taking) and the
occasional piece of trash left behind, it was hard to tell.
So a check off sheet was added into the mix. The
public can simply draw an X or a check if they look at
the display. So far we have had a high of 60 visitors
and a low of 0. This will
definitely help us next
year with placement of
both the display and
other outreach
activities.
A second display
board is in the works
and content for two
fresh new displays are
planned for next year’s
season.
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Knowledge Transfer: Citizen Action Through Science (Citizen AcTS) is a program developed by Dina
Fonseca that provides citizen volunteers scientific support to tackle neighborhood problems. There are
currently two action groups, one in Maryland and one in DC to evaluate mass-deployments of Gravid Aedes
Trap (GAT) as a strategy to effectively and sustainably reduce areawide Aedes albopictus populations. Each
homeowner purchased and deployed two GATs in their yards. Deployment started in mid June. Starting this
week and the for the next two months, a Rutgers team will deploy 30 BGS traps in the test towns and
neighboring areas to assess the impact of the trapping effort. To learn more, see:
http://vectorbio.rutgers.edu/CitizenAcTS.htm
Brian Johnson and Melvin Delvillar (a Rutgers Entomology major) have been spending time out on the salt
marsh using a combination of high-resolution remote sensing, old fashion mud cores and molecular assays to
develop predictive models of oviposition sites for Aedes sollicitans and Ae. taeniorhynchus. The ultimate
objective is to examine the effects of different sea levels as well the impact of coastal resilience strategies such
as thin layer deposition, on salt marsh mosquito populations.
Jim Occi will be presenting tick information at the New Jersey Environmental Health Association meeting on
September 21 at the Hilton Garden Inn Edison at the Raritan Center. For more information on the Fall
Conference, see https://www.njeha.org/event-2542165 .
New People: Alvaro Toledo will join the CVB and the Rutgers Departments of Entomology and Microbiology as
an Assistant Professor. He is coming from Stony Brook University, NY and researches tick-borne pathogens
such as Lyme disease and relapsing fever- causing Borrelia. Welcome Dr. Toledo!
Daniela Correia is the Center’s new secretary. She is generally available between 9 am and 1 pm Monday
through Friday (848-932-6853 is the office number). Daniela is a master’s student in social studies education,
with a BA in History and a minor in Portuguese. Welcome Daniela!
Recent Publications: How at risk are you for getting either Ehrlichioses or Lyme disease when both the lone
star tick (Amblyomma americanum) and the black-legged tick (Ixodes scapularis) are present? To find out, see
Andrea Egizi, Nina Fefferman and Robert Jordan’s article on the Relative risk for Ehrlichiosis and Lyme
disease in an area where vectors are both sympatric, New Jersey, USA in CDC’s Emerging Infectious Disease
at https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/23/6/16-0528_article It’s a CME (Continuing Medical Education) credit!
More tick information can be seen in this interview by Bob Bostock (Discover DEP) with Jim Occi, who
describes how to avoid ticks through several safe strategies. Listen to this podcast at:
https://njdep.podbean.com/e/episode-63-ticks-with-jim-occi-phd-graduate-student-in-entomology-at-rutgersuniversity/ There is also a link to Jim’s impressive photographs: http://jimocci.photoshelter.com/gallery/Ticks-ofthe-World/G0000SbPGLWQHnPU/ (Jim is the contributor to the “Insect of the Week” section on the
Entomology Department website: http://entomology.rutgers.edu/insects.html
The latest publications from members of CVB can be found here: http://vectorbio.rutgers.edu/publications/
Blog: Read all about what we’re up to!

--Lisa Reed
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A visit to the Clara Maass museum
Howard Emerson

Even in areas where Aedes aegypti is not found, the Zika pandemic has stimulated mosquito
control workers around the world to review the biology of the Yellow Fever mosquito. Just over
one hundred years ago the residents of New Jersey were shocked to read of a local connection
with far away Yellow Fever, Aedes aegypti and death. Today, a museum in the Clara Maass
Medical Center in Belleville, Essex County, NJ preserves personal items, documents and
subsequent memorials to Miss Clara Maass and those tragic events of 1901. Clara was born in
East Orange, earned her nursing certification in Newark and volunteered to work for the U. S.
Army. While working with Major William Gorgas, MD, in Cuba, on the continuing efforts to prove
that mosquitoes spread Yellow Fever, Clara further volunteered to be bitten by an infected
mosquito and died. The research led to improved health of millions around the world. The sacrifice
of Clara Maass was remembered through commemorative postage stamps issued by various
countries, by the hospital taking on her name and through their museum. The large room in
Louise Kiddie Hall on the campus of Clara Maass Hospital contains her family pictures, nursing
school papers and her contract with the Surgeon General of the Army. There is a sheet of the
U. S. postage stamps that honor the 100th anniversary of her birth and her nursing school pin is
clearly visible in that portrait. The original pin is displayed nearby. Other items refer to the
relocation and modernization of the hospital while retaining the name in honor of Miss Maass.

Photographs from the Clara Maass Museum
courtesy Howard Emerson.
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Send Newsletter Correspondence To:
Teresa Duckworth, Editor
County of Morris
Division of Mosquito Control
PO Box 900
Morristown, NJ 07963
Phone:(973) 285-6450

FAX: (973) 285-6454
Email:
tduckworth@co.morris.nj.us

NJMCA Membership
Supporting Mosquito Control since 1913
The objectives and purposes of the association shall be to promote and encourage close cooperation among those
directly and indirectly concerned with, or interested in, mosquito control and related work, the stimulation of educational
activities to increase the knowledge of mosquito control and the advancement of the cause of mosquito control and
related environmental concerns in the State of New Jersey and elsewhere. The association may also encourage such
other insect control programs as the association or board of trustees may determine.
The Association's (NJMCA) primary goal is to promote, encourage, develop and record safe, effective and environmentally
sound mosquito control activities in order to protect the health and welfare of the citizens of New Jersey, and to make this
information available to all who may be interested or concerned with mosquito control activities.

Annual Membership Fee $40.00 per individual
To become a member visit: http://www.njmca.org/MembershipForm.pdf
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